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Introduction
A new approach to an old problem
Tokenization is getting a lot of press lately because it is a disruptive security technology. Thousands of companies have
replaced trusted cryptographic systems with tokenization to secure data. This is because - when applied to a common
security problem such as securing credit cards - tokenization is cheaper, easier to use and more secure. Tokenization has
proven its ability to protect data without impacting IT systems, and without interfering with the ability to process
payments. This change-over has caused considerable confusion in the market, as many IT and security professionals
incorrectly view tokenization and encryption as interchangeable technologies. For securing data at rest and in motion,
encryption is the backbone technology in the IT arsenal. You simply cannot avoid encrypting to secure archives and
network communications. However, in a handful of use cases, tokenization offers better security with lower cost and less
management complexity.
In this research paper we will discuss appropriate uses for tokenization, and why companies look to this new approach
to secure sensitive data. We get lots of questions about tokenization for sensitive data and we find many would-be
customers misunderstand the technology. Some of problem is simply because tokenization is new, but more often it’s
because of the misleading way security technologies are marketed. Some vendors provide encryption masquerading as
tokenization, while others advise using tokenization when it’s not a suitable replacement for encryption. In both cases you
still have sensitive information residing in databases and file servers, and you will still be reliant on encryption and key
management. Tokenization can free you from many of the traditional security burdens that come with other security
technologies like encryption, but the solution you select must replace - not obfuscate - sensitive data. The key goals of
this paper are to provide the reader with a clear understanding of the differences between tokenization and encryption,
and the types of security problems tokenization can help solve.

Tokenization for Compliance
Tokenization technology is getting huge press lately as a way to cut compliance costs, so it’s logical to ask why —
particularly as its value is not always clear. After all, tokenization is not specified by any data privacy regulations as a
recommended technology to comply with state or federal laws. On August 12, 2011, the PCI task force studying
tokenization published an “Information Supplement” called the PCI DSS Tokenization Guidelines. Commonly known as
the ‘Tokenization Guidance’ document, it discussed dos and don’ts of using token surrogates for credit card data. While
the PCI Council has not updated the DSS standard to include tokenization, PCI assessors are accepting it as a viable
solution. Tokenization vendors are saying it helps with HIPAA, but deciding if tokenization is appropriate in healthcare
requires careful analysis.
It’s time to examine the practical questions regarding how tokenization is used for compliance. We will start with a brief
overview of ways to use tokenization. We’ll focus on use cases and value propositions, and contrast use of tokens
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against encryption. But before we delve into the specifics, it’s worth revisiting a couple key definitions to frame our
discussion:

Defining Tokenization and Encryption
Tokenization is a method of replacing sensitive data with non-sensitive placeholders: tokens. These tokens are swapped
with data stored in relational databases and files. The tokens are commonly ‘random’ values that take the form of the
original data but lack intrinsic value. A credit card number token cannot be used as a credit card to process financial
transactions, except possibly in tightly controlled circumstances. Its only value is as a reference to the original value
stored in the token server that created and issued the token. Note that we are not concerned with the very different
‘identity tokens’ used as an additional credential in multi-factor access control and authorization systems — in this paper
we are only concerned with substituting tokens for data.
Encryption is a method of protecting data by scrambling it into an unreadable form. It’s a systematic encoding process
which is only reversible with the right key. Correctly implemented, encryption is nearly impossible to break, and the
original data cannot be recovered without the key. The problem is that attackers are smart enough to go after the
encryption keys, which are much easier to obtain than good encryption is to break. Anyone with access to the key and
the encrypted data can recreate the original data. Tokens, in contrast, are not directly reversible.
There is a common misconception that tokenization and ‘format preserving tokens’ — more correctly Format Preserving
Encryption (FPE) — are the same thing, but they are not. Format preserving encryption is a method of creating tokens
from sensitive data. But format preserving encryption is still encryption — not tokenization. Format preserving
encryption is a way to avoid re-coding applications and re-structuring databases to accommodate encrypted (binary)
data. Both tokenization and FPE offer this advantage. But encryption obfuscates sensitive information, while tokenization
removes it entirely (to another location). And you can’t steal data that’s not there. You don’t worry about encryption keys
when there is no encrypted data, or about compromise of credentials leaking access to unencrypted data.
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Tokenization for Payment Data
As defined in the introduction, tokenization is the process of replacing sensitive information with tokens. The tokens are
‘random’ values which resemble the sensitive data they replace in both form and data type, but lack intrinsic value. In
payment data security, tokenization is used to replace sensitive data such as bank account numbers. But tokenization’s
recent surge in popularity has been specifically about replacing credit card data. The vast majority of current tokenization
projects are squarely aimed at reducing the cost of achieving PCI compliance. Removing credit cards from all or part of
your IT systems is good security — thieves can’t steal what’s not there. But that’s not actually why tokenization has
become popular. In this use case, tokenization is popular because it saves money.
Large merchants must undergo extensive examinations of their IT security and processes to verify compliance with the
Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS). Every system that transmits or stores credit card data is
subject to review. Small and mid-sized merchants must go through all the same steps as large merchants except the
compliance audit, where they are on the honor system. The list of DSS requirements is long — a substantial investment
of time and money is required to create policies, secure systems, and generate the reports PCI assessors need. While
the Council’s prescribed security controls are conceptually simple, in practice they demand a security review of the entire
IT infrastructure.
Over the last couple decades firms have used credit card numbers to identify and reference customers, transactions,
payments, and chargebacks. As the standard reference key; credit card numbers are stored in billing, order
management, shipping, customer care, business intelligence, and even fraud detection systems. They are used to crossreference data from third parties to gather intelligence on consumer buying trends. Large retail organizations typically
stored credit card data in every critical business processing system. When firms began suffering data breaches they
started to encrypt databases and archives, and implemented central key management systems to control access to
payment data.
Has that slowed down data breaches? Not visibly. Faulty encryption deployments, SQL injection attacks, and credential
hijacking continued to expose credit cards to fraud. The Payment Card Industry quickly stepped in to require a
standardized set of security measures from everyone who processes and stores credit card data. The problem is that it is
incredibly expensive to audit network, platform, application, user, and data security across all these systems — and then
to document usage and security policies sufficiently to demonstrate compliance with PCI-DSS.
If credit card data is replaced with tokens, almost half the security checks no longer apply. For example, the requirement
to encrypt (most or all) databases or archives goes away when you remove credit card numbers. Key management
systems shrink, as they no longer need to manage keys across the entire organization. You don’t need to mask report
data, rewrite applications, or reset user authorization to restrict access. Fewer controls and fewer systems to audit
means less effort by PCI Assessors and internal IT staff. Tokenization drastically reduces the complexity and scope of
auditing and securing operations. That doesn’t mean you don’t need to maintain a secure network, but the requirements
are greatly reduced. Even for smaller merchants who can self-assess, tokenization reduces the workload and overall risk.
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Tokens can be created and managed in-house, or by third party service providers — often called Tokenization as a
Service. Both models support web commerce and point-of-sale environments, and integrate easily with existing systems.
With in-house token platforms, you own and operate the token system, including the token database. The token server is
integrated with back-end transaction systems and swaps credit cards for tokens during each transaction. The token
server stores the original credit card data, but rather than stored in many locations, the numbers are in a single secure
token database. This type of system is most common with very large merchants who need to keep the original card data
and want to keep transaction fees to a minimum.
Third-party token services, such as those provided directly by payment processors, return a token to signify a successful
payment. But the merchant only gets the token rather than the credit card. The payment processor stores the card data
along with the issued token — in what’s called a Token Vault in PCI parlance — for recurring payments and dispute
resolution. Small and mid-sized merchants with no need to retain credit card numbers lean towards this model — they
sacrifice some control and pay higher transaction fees in exchange for convenience, reduced liability, and cheaper
compliance.
Deployment of token systems can still be tricky, as you need to substitute existing payment data with tokens. Token for
credit card substitution must be synchronized across many systems so keys and data maintain relational integrity. Token
vendors, both in-house and third party service providers, offer tools and services to perform the conversion. If you have
credit card data scattered throughout your company, plan on paying a bit more for the conversion.
That said, tokenization is mostly a drop-in replacement for encryption of credit card data. It requires very little in the way
of changes to systems, processes, and applications. While encryption can provide very strong security, customers and
auditors prefer tokenization because it’s simpler to implement, simpler to manage, and easier to audit.
Today, tokenization of payment data is driving the market. It’s a proven model with thousands of merchants currently
using the technology.
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Tokenization for PII
As a technology, data tokenization has yet to cross the chasm — so far it has only been embraced by merchants for
replacement of payment data, but our research indicates growing interest in tokenization to protect personal information.
By personal information — often called Personally Identifiable Information (PII) — we mean Social Security Numbers,
driver’s license numbers, passport data and other sensitive personal information. Data tokenization is useful beyond
simple credit card substitution — protecting other PII is its next frontier.
The problem is that thousands of major corporations have built systems around Social Security Numbers, passport
identifiers, driver’s license numbers, and other information that represents a person’s identity. These numbers were
engineered into the foundational layers of applications and business processes which organizations rely on. The ID
(record number) literally ties all their systems together! Until recently, you could not open a new telephone account or get
an insurance policy without supplying a Social Security Number. Not because the vendor legally needed the number, but
rather because their IT systems required it to function. SSNs provide secondary benefits for business analysis, a
common index for third party data services, and useful information for fraud detection. But the hard requirement to
provide SSN (or driver’s license number, etc.) was because application infrastructures were designed around these
standard identifiers.
PII was woven into database and application functions, making it very hard to remove or replace without adverse impact
on stability and performance. Every access to customer information — billing, order status, dispute resolution, and
customer service — required an SSN. Even public web portals and phone systems use SSN to identify customers.
Unfortunately, this both exposed sensitive information to employees with no valid reason to access customer SSNs and
contributed to data leakage and fraud. Many state and local government organizations still use SSNs this way, despite
the risks.
Organizations have implemented a form of tokenization — albeit unwittingly — by substituting SSN and driver’s license
numbers with arbitrary customer ID numbers. Social Security Numbers are then moved into secure databases and only
exposed to select employees under controlled circumstances. These ad hoc home-grown tokenization implementations
are no less tokenization than those systems offered by payment processors. A handful of organizations have taken this
one step further, using third-party solutions to manage token creation, substitution, data security, and management. But
there are still thousands of organizations with sensitive data in files and databases to identify (index) clients and
customers. PII remains a huge potential market for off-the-shelf tokenization products.
While this model is simple, and substantially improves security, not every company uses tokenization for PII — either
commercial or ad hoc — because they lack incentive. Most companies do not have strong motivation to protect your
personal information. If it’s lost or stolen, you will need to clean up the mess. There are many state regulations that
require companies to protect PII and alert customers in the event of a data breach. But these laws are not adequately
enforced, and provide too many loopholes, so very few companies ever pay fines. For example, most laws do not apply
to breaches where data encryption was in use. So if a company encrypts network communications, or encrypts data
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archives, or encrypts your database, they’re exempt from disclosure. The practical upshot is that companies encrypt
data in one context — and thus escape legal penalties such as fines — while leaving it exposed in other contexts. The
fact that so many data breaches continue to expose customer data clearly demonstrates the lack of effective data
security.
Properly deployed, encryption is a perfectly suitable tool for protecting PII. It can be set up to protect archived data or
data residing on file systems without modification to business processes. Of course you need to install encryption and
key management services to protect the data, understanding this only protects data from access that circumvents
applications. You can add application layer encryption to protect data in use, but this requires changing applications and
databases to support this additional protection, paying the cost and accepting the performance impact.
In cases such as PII — where the original data is not needed for the vast majority of application functions — tokenizing
personal information reduces the risk of loss or theft without impacting operations. Risk is reduced because thieves can’t
steal what’s not there. This makes tokenization superior to encryption for security, and removes the additional overhead
of managing encryption and key management systems for data at rest, archive and transport layer encryption. Nor are
you worried in the event that encryption is deployed insecurely, if local administrative accounts are hijacked, or if
encryption keys are compromised; in these cases the data is not exposed. Tokenization simplifies operations — PII is
stored in a single database, and you don’t need to install key management or encryption systems. Setup and
maintenance are both reduced, as is the number of servers which require extensive security. While there is no mandate
for its use, tokenization of PII is usually the best strategy because it is cheaper, faster, and more secure than alternatives.
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Tokenization for PHI
Securing Personal Health Records (PHR) for healthcare providers is supposed to be the next big market for many
security technologies. Security vendors market solutions for Protected Health Information (PHI) because HIPAA and
HITECH impose data security and privacy requirements. If healthcare providers fails in their custodial duty to protect
patient data, they face penalties — theoretically at least — motivating them to secure the data they depend on.
Tokenization is one of the technologies being discussed to help secure medical information, based on its success with
payment card data, but unfortunately protecting PHR is a very different problem.
A few firms have adopted tokenization to protect select personal information — usually a single token that represents
name, address and SSN. The remainder of the data is stored in the clear as it is used for analysis. Age, medical
conditions, medications, zip code, hospital, physician, heath care, insurance, and other data points should be
anonymous. The problem is it has been repeatedly demonstrated that medical history and physician are enough to
determine a patient’s identity. A zip code and a clinical trial are enough to determine a patient’s identity. An age and a zip
code have a very high likelihood of determining a person’s identity. Partial tokenization is ineffective for privacy because
this additional data is part of the medical, billing, and treatment data which can be reverse engineered. Partial
tokenization results in all of the data being at risk!
Despite this, some companies have pursued this strategy to reduce risk. It has not yet been legally tested, but
organizations have a defensible position if they have substituted a person’s name, address, and Social Security Number
with tokens even if the rest of the data is lost or stolen. Technically they have transformed the records into an
‘indecipherable’ state as defined by most privacy statutes, so even if someone linked identities to the partially tokenized
records these companies feel they have reduced their risk of penalties. Or at least until a court decides what ‘low
probability’ means in terms of data privacy or HIPPA legislation, but given there are tools available on the Internet to
perform this type of data ‘reverse-engineering’, it’s not likely to hold up to scrutiny.
So while there is a lot of hype around tokenization for PHI, the model does not work. It’s a many-to-many problem: we
have many pieces of data which must be bundled up in different ways for many different audiences. PHI is complex and
made up of hundreds of different data points. A person’s medical history is a combination of personal attributes, doctor
visits, complaints, medical ailments, outsourced services, doctors and hospitals which have served the patient, etc. It’s
an entangled set of personal, financial, and medical data. And many different groups need access to different subsets (or
all) of it: doctors, hospitals, insurance providers, drug companies, clinics, health maintenance organizations, state and
federal governments, and so on. And each audience needs a different slice of the data — but must not see the rest of
the data.
The problem is knowing which data to tokenize for any given audience, and maintaining tokens for each use case. If you
create tokens for someone’s name and medical condition, while leaving drug information exposed, you have effectively
leaked the patient’s medical condition. Billing and insurance can’t get their jobs done without access to the patient’s real
name, address, and Social Security Number. Tokenized medical history is useless to a doctor who needs your medical
Tokenization vs. Encryption: Options for Compliance
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history. And if you issue the same tokens for certain pieces of information (such as name and Social Security Number) it’s
fairly easy for someone to guess the tokenized values from other patient information — meaning they can reverse
engineer the full set of personal information. You need to issue a different token for each and every audience, and in fact
for each party which requests patient data.
Can tokens work in this ‘many-to-many’ model? It’s possible but not recommended. It’s not that tokens are the issue:
Tokens can take any desired format or include any type of data. The issue is in token management and mapping the
tokens to many different audiences and data templates. You need a very sophisticated token management and tracking
system to divide up the data, issuing and tracking different tokens for each audience. No such system exists today.
Furthermore, it simply does not scale across very large databases with dozens of audiences and thousands of patients.
This is an area where encryption is superior to tokenization. In the PHI model, you encrypt different portions of personal
health care data under different encryption keys. The advantage is that only those with the requisite keys can see the
data. The downside is that this form of encryption also requires advanced application support to manage the different
data sets to be viewed or updated by different audiences. It’s still a many-to-many problem, but feasible with
sophisticated key management services. However, the key management service must be very scalable to handle even a
modest community of users. And since content is distributed across multiple audiences who will modify or contribute
new information, record management is particularly complicated. This works better than tokenization, but still does not
scale particularly well.
Masking technologies are also better suited to this use case than tokenization. Masking is a process that scrambles data,
either working on an entire database or on a subset of the data. Unlike encryption, masking is not reversible; unlike
tokenization, masked data is still useful for limited purposes. Masking can scramble individual data columns in different
ways so that the masked value looks like the original — retaining its format and data type just like a token — but is no
longer sensitive data. Masking also is effective for maintaining aggregate values across an entire database, enabling
preservation of sum and average values within the data set, while changing all the individual data elements. Masking can
be performed in such a way that it’s extremely difficult to reverse engineer the original values. In some cases, masking
and encryption provide a powerful combination for distribution and sharing of medical information.
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Conclusion
Tokenization is an important security tool, with cost and security advantages over encryption in select use cases. With
data security tools the goal is to reduce the risk of loss or exposure — benefits that encryption, tokenization, and
masking all provide. Tokenization excels in this regard because you remove sensitive data. If you remove the data, you
remove the risk. In some cases you can completely outsource tokenization services, removing both the sensitive data as
well as your dependency on encryption, key management and other security precautions. Most users of tokenization will
choose to manage their own token server, which will require encryption and key management support to safeguard
sensitive data housed in the token server. But you can remove extensive security controls from the systems where tokens
reside in place of sensitive data, resulting in reduced complexity and management requirements.
Today tokenization is used almost exclusively for payment card security. In this market it has demonstrated reduced audit
costs and reduced complexity of security systems management - all without disruption to business operations. It’s early,
but we are seeing adoption for personal and health care information replacement as well. While both these use cases
have hurdles to overcome before we see widespread adoption, our research indicates that the adoption trend will
continue as the same tangible benefits are possible.
In general if you need to access the original data as part of a regular business function, encryption is a better choice. It’s
easier to decrypt and use a copy locally — especially with larger data sets — than to get data back from the token
server. But if you don’t need the original data , and merchants can use a transaction identifier rather than credit card
numbers — tokenization is a great option. If you don’t need sensitive data, why risk keeping it? Replace data with tokens
and reduce your overall risk.
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